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ABSTRACTThe object of this study was to analyze motivationof clients beginning a drug and alcohol treatment programto see if their level of motivation affects their successin the program, as measured by drug screens. In order toachieve this, 36 participants from the Perris ValleyRecovery Program took a motivation for treatmentquestionnaire containing questions in problem recognition(PR), desire for help (DH), and treatment readiness (TR)reflecting their levels of motivation for treatment. Theresponses of the clients were compared to theparticipant's clean or dirty drug screens determiningassociation between motivation and abstinence levels. Anindependent sample t-test was used to examine therelationship between the dirty and clean drug screengroups. Data reflected significant results in PR, DH, and TR. Every effort was made to collect the data accurately and protect the confidentiality of the client, reflectinga high level of validity in the results.
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CHAPTER ONEINTRODUCTION
Motivation for treatment as it relates to effectivesubstance abuse treatment is an important first step inchanging human behavior (DiClemente, Bellino, & Neavins,1999). The high relapse rates that have been a stigma forsubstance abuse treatment programs, demonstrate thatmotivation to enter treatment is problematic. Aftersignificant and partially successful attempts to stopsubstance abuse, relapse rates continue to be high.Motivational considerations are a critical part ofeffective treatment. In addition, treatment facilitiesneed to have knowledge of the substance of addiction, thedegree of substance use, the history of its use, previoussubstance abuse treatment, social needs, criminalrecords, economic stress, and the presence of physical orpsychological symptoms. This information is needed tofacilitate a sufficient assessment, thus allowing theinitiation of proper treatment modalities for theindividual client (McCaffrey, 1996).
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Problem StatementThere is presently an increasing problem ofsubstance abuse in our nation and a subsequent need foreffective treatment. In the United States there areapproximately 10,805 alcohol and drug treatmentfacilities (Elk, Grabowski, Rhoades, & McLellan, 1993).Studies done at these-facilities reflect the importanceof motivation as a predictor of client's successfulparticipation and recovery (DeLeon, Melnick, & Kressel,1997; Simpson ,& Joe, 1993)."Addictions have been called the disease of denial.In practice, this means that the individual with aserious drug or alcohol problem is often the last one torecognize a problem that supervisors, spouses, children,and society have already acknowledged" (DiClemente, 1993,p. 102). People dependent on drugs or alcohol experiencean array of complications that are physical, emotional,psychological, economical, and social (McCaffrey, 1996).These can create isolation from family and society. Inmany ways substance abusers are totally isolated fromtheir social structures. Their addictive behaviors affecttheir family, their friends, the larger community, andespecially themselves (McCaffrey, 1996) .
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Studies have shown that substance abuse treatment iseffective in reducing drug use and criminal activityassociated with drug use. However, costs of treatment arerising and third party payers are forcing treatmentprograms to improve their effectiveness (French, Zarkin,Hubbard, & Rachal, 1991). Identifying substance abuseprograms that stimulate motivation for treatment is vital(McCaffrey, 1996). To do this, treatment programs mustunderstand motivation for treatment and how it affectspatient readiness to engage in behavior changes(DiClemente, Schlundt, & Gremmell, 2004).Because of Proposition 36 from the Substance Abuseand Crime Prevention Act’of 2000, substance abusers whoare non-violent are allowed the option of going intotreatment instead of being incarcerated (Alcoholism andDrug Abuse Weekly, 2005). Proposition 36 gives treatmentfacilities the ability to. utilize,intervention models.These models will assist with the client's motivation toachieve abstinence. Along with assisting non-violent drugabusers to obtain appropriate treatment this propositionwill help reduce overcrowding in California's Jails. Thisresearch project will collect data from drug offenders
3
participating in the Proposition 36 drug diversionprogram at the Perris Valley Recovery Program (PVRP).
Purpose of the StudyThe purpose of this study was to evaluate themotivation for treatment of clients at PVRP.Understanding their motivation will help predict thepotential success of the treatment interventions that theprogram is currently utilizing. It will also allow thetherapist to assist the client with treatment approachesfor motivational deficiencies. This will increase theclient's chances for long-term recovery (DiClemente etal., 1999). This study was initiated by the clients'completion of the Motivation for Treatment tool and thecollection of urine drug screens. The success of theclient's progress was measured by evaluating drug screenson admission to the program and two additional teststhereafter.McCaffrey (1996) expressed how the need for adequatesubstance abuse treatment programs affects drug abusers,law enforcement, the legal systems and the entire socialsystem. Increased concern about this problem is highlyvisible in today's world. The goal of treatment programs
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is to help break the cycle of dependency. These services are provided by agencies such as hospitals, long-termresidential treatment programs, walk-in clinics oroutpatient programs, counseling centers,psychotherapists, and neighborhood churches. Many ofthese treatment agencies have a very low abstinence rateand warrant the proper follow-up studies to assist theneeds of the addict (McCaffrey, 1996).Assessing motivation and the stages of the changeprocess, provides useful information for the chemicalabuse counselor. This includes how and when change takesplace (Gusella, Butler, Nichols, & Bird, 2003). Thisinformation will allow the change model to beindividualized and tailored to meet the needs of theclient (DiClemente et al., 2004).The findings of this research can help otheragencies become more efficient in providing appropriatetreatment at the most effective time in the therapy. Bymeasuring the motivation for treatment as it relates tothe results of drug screening data it will provide anunderstanding of what can affect client's success inobtaining abstinence, thus reducing health care cost andincreasing success rates of clients.
5
Significance of the Project for Social Work This research project offers social workers data onclients' motivation for treatment prior to admission inan outpatient substance abuse program. This will allow abetter understanding of the type of interventions neededand when they can best be delivered.The project will provide useful information allowingPVRP to develop new interventions which will assistfuture addicts. The findings will also benefit PVRP ingrant writing about interventions, motivations and changetheories in order to assist in the client's developmenttoward sobriety.Social workers and clinical counselors at PVRP dealwith individuals with substance abuse problems thatco-occur with other social issues such as domesticviolence, homelessness, or child maltreatment (Barber,1995). Many social workers have direct contact withsubstance abusers in treatment facilities and can useIinterventions such as individual counseling, groupcounseling, brokering, program initiation, and education(Zastrow & Kirst-Ashman, 2004).Understanding the role of motivation in theprecontemplation stage of change will allow patients to
6
be more ready to engage in and complete each stage in thechange model. This will increase social workers abilityto reach and influence substance abusers (DiClemente etal., 2004). According to the generalist model thequestionnaire and the admission drug screen are in theassessment stage of change steps. The second and thirddrug screens fall under the evaluation change step(Kirst-Ashman & Hull, 2002).
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CHAPTER TWOLITERATURE REVIEW
IntroductionThe history of relevant literature will help explainresearch on treatment. The following sections will coverthe medical model, the twelve-step model which is thebasis of the agency where the research was conducted, andthe readiness to change model. The readiness to changemodel is the model that this research was based upon.
Treatment ModalitiesCurrent literature comparing relapse rates foraddictive behavior with relapse rates for chronic careconditions.has yielded rather surprising results. Byevaluating relief of symptoms rather than complete abstinence in the drug-abusing patient, the studies showa 75% improvement rate equal to or better than the rateshown in chronic medical conditions su.ch as diabetes andhypertension, (McLellan, 2002) . , , ...Due to the phobia associated with total abstinenceas described by Hall (1979)., a complete, state ofabstinence for drug abuse patients no longer becomes thegoal in treatment. Instead "control of symptomatic
8
success factors were shown to have a strong relationshipto success (Fals-Stewart, 1992).Multidimensional Family Therapy focuses on theinterconnected relationships within the family andrecognizes these relationships as crucial elements indrug addictive behaviors of one or more family member. Infact, substance use disorders are commonly referred to asmultidimensional disorders. Family therapy is based onthe premise that interventions should occur at the familylevel. The therapy consists of educational sessions,discussion of problems, counseling for problems (bothgroup and individual), and family conferences. Somefamily focus groups use the 12-Step philosophy. In allfamily therapy programs interaction within the family iscritical in making changes (Center for Substance Abuse'Treatment, 2002a).Behavioral approaches according to Stitzer, Bigelow, and Liebson (1979), are validated by research showingthat substance abuse can be reduced with the use ofcontingency management procedures. They also describe asuccess rate with alcohol and substance abuse usingmethadone and antabuse.
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Behavior reinforcement focuses on treatmentinterventions which directly affect drug acquisition andingestion behaviors. Incentives or contingentreinforcement procedures are used to promote reduction ofdrug use. Positive reinforcement is the heart ofbehavioral reinforcement. The therapy consists ofteaching behavior modification technique's and contingencymanagement procedures. Socially acceptable behavior isrewarded with the point system. Managing and contractingbehavior outcomes influence substance abuse by alteringthe environmental consequences (Stitzer, Bigelow, &Liebson, 1976).Muck, Zempolich, Titus, and Fishman (2001) examinedthe effectiveness of the 12-Step programs and concludedthat success in these programs is directly related tocompleters verse non-completers. There were nosignificant differences between these groups at the twoyears post treatment timeframe. The research showedgreater improvement for females over males. Success inthis research was measured by complete abstinence.
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Theories Guiding ConceptualizationTheories on substance abuse are abundant and warrantadequate recognition. Various types of theories exist insubstance abuse treatment and are an integral part of alltreatment programs.Bowen's theory is a multigenerational model which is used for behavioral intervention with people of all ages. This theory states that relationship patterns betweenfamily members govern how problems develop. Symptomsusually develop during periods of prolonged or heightenedstress. The clinical techniques used in Bowen's therapyare the genogram, interviewing, relationship experiments,and neutralization of symptomatic triangles, supportivetreatment, I-position, and displacement stories (Carlson& Kjos, 2005).After behavioral theory was developed, manymodifications were made to the theory. The major changeswere regarding the cognitive aspect of change. This canbest be described as focusing on a variety of copingskills related to thinking, feelings and behaviors asthey relate to substance use. Even though more emphasisis applied toward behavioral coping skills, the focus isstill on the way clients think before they act, as well
12
as their expectations of the results of their actions.When used, this therapy can help reduce client'ssubstance use. This works by assisting the client to beaware of certain conditions that trigger substance use,therefore helping them to develop skills to avoid druguse by channeling their thinking associated withsubstance use toward a more positive constructive way ofthinking. Cognitive behavioral therapists use three mainelements in the initiation of their theory. Theseactivities are: 1) functional analysis, 2) coping skillstraining, and 3) relapse prevention (Center for Substanceabuse Treatment, 2002b).The idea of this study was to understand motivationfor change in substance abuse clients. The theory thatbest addresses motivation is the change model. Rollnick,Heather, Gold, and Hall (1992), explained the usefulnessof Prochaska and DiClemente's stages of change model. Thepurpose of this model is to help explain the process ofchange. The authors expressed that this change can takeplace in or out of a treatment setting. The main purposeof the model is to help to identify multiple treatmentstrategies for each stage of change, therefore being able
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to accurately assess a client and help them reach theirgoal. The readiness to change model consists of fivestages, 1) Precontemplation is the stage where a clientis unable to realize their problem for themselves. Thereare outside influences that are playing a key role in theclient's enrollment in a program. 2) In the contemplationstage, a client is actually thinking about change butthey have not made any physical changes. The currentstudy focused on clients in this stage. It measured theirmotivation for treatment scores against their drugscreens scores. 3) The decision making stage is when theclient is determined to change their substance use.4) The action stage is when the client is actuallychanging their behavior toward recovery. 5) Themaintenance stage is developing new behavior towardchange, away from substance use (Barber, 1995).Social workers need to become more aware of the roleof motivation in the treatment and recovery of substanceabuse. They should incorporate motivational enhancementstrategies into their treatment programs. DiClemente,Bellino, and Neavins (1999) suggested that "motivation isan important first step toward any action or change in
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behavior" (DiClemente et al., 1999, p. 86). Interventionsare useless unless the patient is self-motivated.According to current research studies, there is a needfor tools to predict patient's participation in theirtreatment and recovery. Internal motivation is associatedwith greater long-term change. Motivational treatmentapproaches need to be included as a■pre-treatmentmodality. Researchers and clinicians have much to learnabout how to influence patients with internal motivation(DiClemente et al., 1999).Understanding substance abuse ''treatment by utilizingthe process of change helps us to recognize the need toincrease recruitment and retention and improve successfulcompletion and recovery. Although substance abuser'smotivations are complicated, they play an important rolein recognizing the need for change.DiClemente, Schlundt, and Gemmell (2004) recognizethat readiness in the form of motivation indicates awillingness to internalize change. Multiple addictionsfor drug abusers are more difficult and problematic thanspecific chemical addictions. However, in all types ofaddiction, readiness for treatment (motivation) remains aprimary target goal. Until clients can understand the
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need for change, change cannot occur. The stages ofchange provide a meaningful way to process change,however without understanding the role of motivation theprocess cannot occur.Nwakeze, Magura, and Rosenblum (2002) researched aproject that compared three components of motivation forchange: drug problem recognition, desire' for help, andtreatment readiness in a high-risk drug use population.The article stressed the importance of motivation in thetreatment of addictive behavior. The literature reviewtalked about many studies which have examined predictors of motivation among substance abusers. In the conceptualframework of motivation, they viewed motivation as acontinuum which starts with the drug problem recognition,leads to the desire for help and culminates in treatmentreadiness. They evaluated personal and social variablesas they relate to intensive patterns of abuse. Thepresents of depression history, addiction treatment, andhaving job skills were major predictors of problemrecognition. The presents of health problems, caring for children, frequency of use, and desire for help werepredictors of treatment readiness. The article concludedthat: 1. Individuals with intensive patterns of drug use
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were more motivated toward change. 2. Individuals withdepression symptoms were likely to have higher motivationfor change. 3. Individuals with physical health problemswere more ready for treatment. 4. Problem recognition hada strong affect on desire for help and 5. Desire for helphad a strong affect for treatment readiness (Nwakeze,Magura, & Rosenblum, 2002, p. 304). The practicalapplications were to identify clients in different phasesof motivation for change and provide additionalcounseling and support for those with low motivation forchange. The patient with low motivation should be exposedto motivational enhancement techniques prior to beginningtheir standard treatment.Rollnick, Heather, Gold, and Hall (1992), explainedthe usefulness of Prochaska and DiClemente's stages ofchange model and expressed that the purpose of this modelwas to help explain the process of changing behavior insubstance abusers, and help surface multiple treatmentstrategies from within each stage of change. This willallow the provider to accurately assess a client and helpthem to reach their goals.
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The AgencyThe mission of the Perris Valley Recovery Programconsists of developing public awareness of substanceabuse in the surrounding communities, and countyawareness of drug programs that are available, includingall ancillary programs for women, children and familieswho are severely impacted by alcohol and drug abuse. PVRPis attempting to reduce problems associated with familiesexposed to chemical abusive behaviors (personalcommunication, 2004).The PVRP's goals are:1. Enhancing the quality of life by reducingalcohol and/or drug related problems, such aspersonal suffering, social damage and economicloss',2. Rendering services regardless of the clients ability to pay,3. Ongoing enhancement of direct and indirectprogram services,4. Utilizing capable community volunteers in' carrying out the work, and
18
5. Building a solid, diversified and growingfinancial base with which to carry out the work(Holt, personal communication, 2004)PVRP is an outpatient drug rehabilitation facilitywhich treats clients who have substance abuse problems and are referred either from the criminal court system,Child Protective Services (CPS), or are "walk-ins." PVRPtreats problems using the following methods: 12-stepmeetings, substance abuse prevention presentations,employee assistance programs, referrals to otherRiverside County substance abuse services, random drug testing, referrals to county and community resources,drug diversion (P.C. 100) and Proposition 36 offenderswith proper policy protocol (Holt, personalcommunication, 2004).The funding sources for PVRP funding, includefederal and state Medi-Cal monies processed through theCounty of Riverside. In addition, CPS funding isavailable for families that have had their childrenremoved from their homes. People who walk-in forassistance and have jobs or other income, are chargedaccording to a sliding scale based on their incomes. Somepeople have private insurance. PVRP works with schools in
19
the immediate area to assist children who have drugproblems and funded by the local school districts (Holt,personal communication, 2004).PVRP geographic service area is the city of Perrisand the united corporate areas of Mead Valley andRomoland. This area is considered rural and is oftenisolated from much needed services (Holt, personalcommunication, 2004). The population of Perris was 71,831in 2000. The population age breakdown at that time showedthat 35.9% of the people were less than eighteen, 38%were people between the age of' eighteen and forty four,16.9% of the people were between the ages of forty fiveand sixty four, and 9.2% of the people were greater thansixty five (Holt, personal communication, 2004).The targeted population consists of all ethnicities.However, the majority of the population is Caucasian andHispanic. They are referred to the PVRP from the criminaljustice system, CPS, employers, or are self referredadults that understand they have a problem. Furthermore,PVRP targets children of all ages and their families.Teachers refer troubled teens to the program; churchorganizations refer people who are having trouble withchemical abuse. PVRP is involved with athletic
20
organizations within the City Park and RecreationDepartment and local clubs such as Head Start.
Twelve Step ProgramsThe 12-Step treatment approach is also known as theMinnesota Model or Alcoholics Anonymous/NarcoticsAnonymous. This treatment approach is the most widelyused model in the treatment of substance abuse. The12-Step model views chemical dependency as a disease andemphasizes the need for the individual to manage theirsymptoms throughout their lifetime. Other components ofthe program include group therapy, individual counseling,psychosocial education, family therapy, writtenassignments, recreational activities, after care andmeeting attendance. The 12-Step treatment approach isavailable in both residential and outpatient settings(Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, 2002a).PVRP, the agency where the research took place, usesthe 12-step model as the basis for the program'sinterventions. Warfield and Goldstein (1996) describe the12 steps in detail from an Alcohol Anonymous perspective.The first 3 steps are most pertinent to this study.
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Alcohol Anonymous believes that clients:Step 1: admit we are powerless over alcohol that ourlives had become unmanageable.Step 2: come to believe that a power greater thanourselves could restore us to sanity.Step 3: make a decision to turn our will and our livesover to the care of God, as we understand Him.Step 4: make a searching and fearless moral inventory ofourselves.Step 5: admit to God, to ourselves, and to another humanbeing the exact nature of our wrongs.Step 6: become entirely ready to have God remove allthese defects of character.Step 7: humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.Step 8: make a list of all persons we had harmed, andbecome willing to make amends to them all.Step 9: make direct amends to such people whereverpossible, except when to do so would injure them orothers.Step 10: continue to take personal inventory and when weare wrong promptly admitted it.Step 11: seek through prayer and meditation to improveour conscious contact with God, as we understand
22
Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for usand the power to carry that out.Step 12: have a spiritual awakening as the result ofthese steps, we are trying to carry this message toalcoholics, and to practice these principles in allour affairs.It is from stage one through three that the decisionto evaluate motivation for treatment as an importantcontributor towards the success of clients in drug andalcohol programs. These steps reflect the contemplationstage of the change model that occurs when a client isconsidering change but not yet willing to make thedecision to change. In step three the client chooses toturn their lives over to God and have a willingness tostart the process. The client is beginning to see thevalue of sobriety and is willing to look at theimplications of being sober. The client's interventionsare directed at teaching them how to go about making thechange.There are nine other steps that are import in thismodel. These last nine are important because after aclient makes a decision to change, they need to go
23
through these steps thoroughly in order to assist them inthe change process.Perris Valley Recovery Program recently began usingthe matrix model for their intensive outpatient treatmentprogram. This model was created by Richard A. Rawson,PhD, Jeanne L. Obert, M.F.T, Michael J. McCann M.A., andWalter Ling, M.D. This model was created as acomprehensive, evidence based, sixteen weekindividualized program with more than twenty years ofresearch and development by the Matrix Institute onAddictions, an affiliate of the University of Californiaat Los Angeles (UGLA) Integrated Substance Abuse Program.Its mission is to improve the lives of individualsaffected by alcohol and drug addiction through treatment,education and training, and research. The primary goal isto improve the quality and availability of treatmentservices. The focus is to disseminate accurate,empirically based information into the health care system(Rawson, Obert, McCann, & Ling, 2005).
SummaryThe final research question was: Do high motivationlevels affect abstinence rates in substance abuse
24




Introduction-This study explored the relationship of motivationto the success of the client in achieving abstinence asmeasured by drug screens. The collection and processingof the data is described as follows.
Study DesignThis study explored the role of motivation fortreatment from within the change model perspective. Dueto time and cost constraints, the research data wascollected with a quantitative research design using aself-administered questionnaire evaluating clientmotivation for treatment. It included ordinal levels ofmeasurement with a Likert scale, nominal levels ofmeasurement for the demographic questions and age ismeasured at an interval level.The Motivation for Treatment Variable Tool was usedfor this project. The instrument was developed to measureproblem recognition, desire for help, and treatmentreadiness, and has warranted qualifying results. The toolis a valid instrument which has measured motivation for
26
treatment in both drug and alcohol dependent patients (DeWeert-Van Oene et al., 2002). The data collected fromthis questionnaire was correlated with three drug screenresults collected over a period of two months. The datawas collected by administering the questionnaire to bothcourt appointed and walk-in substance abuse offenders.The study sample consisted of 36 subjects who werecurrently enlisted at Perris Valley Recovery Program(PVRP). The participants in this study were selected onthe bases of their age and their substance abuse status.These participants were 18 and over and in the process ofrecovery.The overall purpose of this study was to determinethe level of motivation in treatment of both drug andalcohol dependent patients and see how it affected theirabstinence levels. Motivation is the independentvariable. The dependent variable is defined by theirabstinence levels and was measured by the drug screens.
SamplingThis study consisted of 36 subjects who wereresiding in Riverside County, specifically Perris, MorenoValley and Murrieta. It was given to all the clients
27
presently enrolled at Perris Valley Recovery Program. TheIpopulation consisted of male and female adults, equal toor greater than 18 years old, who were in recovery fordrug and alcohol abuse. There were no exclusions based onethnicity, socio-economic status, religion, education, orlength of addiction. Participants of PRVP are referred bythe courts, the probation department or CPS. Some clientsare walk ins.
I Data Collection and Instruments
jData was collected on demographics (age, maritalstatus, living conditions, race, residence, and income),motivation for treatment (problem recognition, desire forhelp, and treatment readiness) and drug screens
I(abstinence levels) (see Appendix D). Participants were
Iasked 'about problem recognition, desire for help, andiItreatment readiness.The independent variable, motivation for treatment,was operationalized by utilizing a previously developedscale that measures motivation for treatment (seeAppendof a 2 ix A). The Motivation for Treatment Scale consisted4-item instrument measuring a client's motivationfor treatment (De Weert-Van Oene et al., 2002). The tool
I 28
was measured in a Likert Scale. The questions reflectedthe client's acceptance of how the substance abuseaffected their lives, whether they need help dealing withtheir addiction and whether they were accepting of thetreatment program.The dependent variable, abstinence level, wasoperationalized by evaluating drug screens on admissionto the program and two additional tests thereafter. Theresults of either a dirty or clean drug screen werecompared against individual results of the questions inthe motivational for treatment (MfT) score on the test.
. ProceduresThe first step of the data collection process wasspeaking to the director and staff members at PVRP. Oncethe acceptance from the staff was received, clients weregathered into the group- room where they were assured ofconfidentiality and ask to sign and date an informedconsent (see Appendix B). This allowed the researcher todistribute the questionnaires.After the completion of the questionnaire theparticipants were asked if the questionnaire created anypersonal stress or discomfort. If a participant had a
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negative reaction due to the questionnaire, the staffprovided referrals and telephone numbers to agencies thatcould assist the participant. The questionnaire took20-30 minutes to complete. The survey asked personalquestions about age, gender, marital status, livingconditions, race, and income. It also asked questionssuch as whether they recognize that they had a drug oralcohol problem, if they had a desire for help, and werethey ready for treatment. Abstinence levels were measuredby drug screens.So that confidentiality could be maintained, eachclient was assigned an identification number that wasattached to their questionnaire and their drug screenresults. There was one copy showing each patient's nameand identification number. This information was kept in alocked cabinet until all data was collected. Once the rawdata was collected the only paper recording the names ofthe client was destroyed. The data was then entered intothe statistical analysis program and evaluated.
Protection of Human Subjects The study proposed to explore the relationshipbetween motivation for treatment and abstinence. To
30
obtain these data the clients were asked to complete asurvey questionnaire. In order to protect thispopulation, all participants were required to sign theinformed consent. Informed consent was obtained beforethe distribution of the questionnaire. A debriefingstatement was provided. The staff members were availableto give referrals to any.participant that experiencenegative consequences directly related to thequestionnaire.Participants were told verbally and in the informedconsent that participation in the study was voluntary andthey could have stopped at any time. The participantswere instructed to refrain from putting their namesanywhere on the survey. Each participant returned thesurveys to the researcher, excluding the informed consentand debriefing. This was locked in a file cabinet to beretained for three years and then destroyed.
Data AnalysisThe study used a quantitative procedure. Thestatistic that was used was an independent sample t-test.This determined if there was an association betweenclients motivational as measured by the MfT scale and
31
drug screen results. Descriptive statistics were examinedto check the data set, N = 36, for accuracy of input.
SummaryThis chapter described the study design and exploredthe role of motivation and how it relates to clientssuccess measured by abstinence levels. Care has beentaken in the selection of the study design, tool, andsampling in order to give an accurate result. Theprocedures for data collection and protection of thehuman subjects have been carefully outlined so as toensure the protection of the participants from anypossible negative outcome. This data was analyzed usingan independent sample t-test determining any associationbetween motivation and abstinence levels. The results ofthis research information will allow social workers toevaluate motivation as a possible treatment'modality-preparing clients who are beginning substanceabuse programs.
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CHAPTER FOURRESULTS
IntroductionProcedurally, the research focused on motivation forsubstance abuse clients that are in treatment. Theirmotivational levels are then compared to their success orfailure in their treatment program as measured by threedrug screens. There are three types of statisticsreported in this chapter: demographics, an independentsample t-test, frequency and descriptive statistics. Thedemographics were reported to describe thecharacteristics of the respondents. The independentsample t-test was used to compare the motivation fortreatment scores with the drug screens. Frequency anddescriptive statistics were used to explain theeffectiveness of the motivation for treatment scale andthe sample population.
Presentation of the FindingsThe 36 participants, included males (n = 28) andfemales (n = '8). The mean age was’ 34.08 years. The meanlength of stay in the substance abuse treatment programwas 10.91 weeks. Participant marital status included
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single (n = 20), married (n = 8), and divorced (n = 8.Reported ethnic group membership was:Hispanic/Latino = 17; African American = 3; NativeAmerican = 2; Caucasian = 12; andBi-racial/multi-racial = 2. Reports of county ofresidence was Riverside County = 33, San BernardinoCounty = 1, Los Angeles County = 1, and other county = 1.Fifteen participants reported an annual income of$0 - $10,000; 6 reported $10,000 - $20,000 per year; 6participants reported annual income of $20,000 - $40,000;3 noted $40,000 - $60,000; and 1 .participant responded tothe "other" income category.Prior to the main analysis, statistical assumptionswere evaluated. Appropriate levels of measurement wereused in the design: the dependent variable was aninterval, continuous scale to measure motivation forsubstance abuse treatment; and a categorical variable wasused to group participants—clean or dirty. Sampling wasnot random, but instead was self-selection by thevolunteers which is often the case in real-life socialresearch. Independence of observations was maintained.Independent sample t-tests were conducted on threeseparate occasions to compare mean scores of participant
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motivation for substance abuse treatment. Five measuresof motivation were analyzed; 1) I am in this treatmentprogram because someone else made me come; 2) Thistreatment program can really help me; 3) I gave up myfriends and hang-outs to solve my drug/alcohol problems;4) Causing problems with the law, and 5) Going to causemy death if I do not quit soon. Participants were groupedas "clean," if the drug indicated no recent drug use, or"dirty," if drug screens revealed recent drug use.Below are the reported mean, standard deviation,standard error mean, and the significant scores for theindependent sample t-tests.
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Table 1. T-Test Time One






Law Clean 21 4.10 . 944 .206
Dirty 12 2.83 1.467 . 423
Someone Else Clean 21 3.33 1.494 .326
Made Me Come Dirty 12 3.75 .866 .250
Program Can Clean 21 4.43 . 676 . 148
Really Help Me Dirty 12 4.17 : .38 9 .112
Independent Samples t-test
Test one F Sig.
Problem with Law Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
9.804 .004
Someone else Made Me Come Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
9.429 .004
Program Can Really Help Me Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
10.336 . 003
The statistically significant mean difference werefound between the groups clean (n = 21) and dirty(n = 12), in response to the statement, "I am in thistreatment program because someone else made me come" anddrug test one is (M = 3.75, SD 1.494, t (31) = -.881,p = .004). During test one, participants also respondedto "This treatment program can really help me" and a
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significant mean difference was noted, (M = 4.43,SD .676, t (31) = 1.226, p = .003).The question of "Problem with the law" was evaluatedand significant mean differences were noted, (M = 4.10,SD .944, t (31) = 3.015, p = .004).
Table 2. T-Test Time Two





I Give Up My Clean 23 4.30 . 822 .171
Friends Dirty 9 ■ 3.67 1.414 . 471
Independent Samples t-test
Test two F Sig.
I Give Up My Friends Equal variance assumed 4.026 . 054
Equal variance not assumed
During test two, mean differences in motivationbetween the groups, clean (n = 23) and dirty (n = 9) ,were found to be not statistically significant as afunction of participants' response to "I give up myfriends and hangouts to solve my drug/alcohol problems,"(M = 4.30, SD .822, t (30) = 1.599, p = .054).
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I Give Up My Clean 16 ' 4.56 .512 .128
Friends Dirty 6 4.33 .816 .333
Program Can Clean 16 4.56 .512 .128
Really Help Me Dirty 6 4.33 . 816 .333
Cause My Death Clean 16 4.00 . 966 .242Dirty 6 3.17 1.835 . 749
Independent Samples t-test
Test three F Sig.
I Give Up My Friends Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
3.649 .071
Program Can Really Help Me Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
3.649 .071
Cause My Death Equal variance assumed
Equal variance not assumed
5.891 . 025
For test three, participants were asked to respondto the statements "I give up my friends and hangouts tosolve my drug/alcohol problems" and "This treatmentprogram can really help me." The mean difference inmotivation scores between groups, clean (n = 16) anddirty (n = 6) was not statistically significant,(M = 4.56, SD .512, t (20) = .794, p = .07). In responseto "Going to cause my death if I do not quit soon"significant differences were found, (M = 4.00, SD .966,t (20) = 1.402, p = .025).
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Tables below are the reported descriptivestatistics: Mean, median, mode, standard deviation, andrange for each item on the questionnaire.













N Valid 36 36 36 36 36
Missing 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 3.81 3.86 3.75 3.00 3.44
Median 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00
Mode 4 4 5 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.117 1.018 1.296 1.219 1.319













N Valid 36 36 36 36 36
Missing 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 2.81 3.31 • 3.50 3.53 3.75
Median 2.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Mode 2 4 4 3(a) 4
Std. Deviation 1.451 1.191 1.082 1.253 1.180
Range 4 ' . 4 4 4 4
a Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown
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Table 5. Survey Question Items (Part B)
Urgent Tired Of I Give Up Quit My Life
That I The My Using is Out Of
Find Help Problems Friends Drugs Control
N Valid 36 36 36 36 36
Missing 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 3.56 4.06 4.08 2.61 3.25
Median 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.50
Mode 4 4 4 3 4
Std. Deviation 1.132 1.068 . 996 1.202 1.296
Range 4 4 4 4 4
4-> CPP •H tn d<u i—1 •H -H (1) <Dd •H 0 CQ<D n 4-> a a -p ft
4-> H d d nJ C 4J ftX5 <1) CO a> g x: <1) O Ocn Tf .£ g ® o g 3 «
•H H O +j a 4-4<D fO m ft nJ 4-4 d .-1 x;
4-4 M 4-> 4-4 CO CO a) o CO CD H O
•H P 2 2 0 0 2 O nJ 2 -H 2d CO O O CYj -H Eh Eh H g S
N Valid 36 36 36 36 36
Missing 0 0 0 0 0
Mean 4.56 2.86 2.25 3.50 2.03
Median 5.00 2.50 2.00 4.00 2.00
Mode 5 2 2 4 1
Std. Deviation .809 1.457 1.079 1.108 1.183
Range 4 4 4 4 4
Program
Stay In Someone Can I Want To
This Else Made Really Be In
Treatment Me Come Help Me Treatment
N Valid 36 36 36 36
Missing 0 0 0 0
Mean 3.94 3.53 4.36 3.72
Median 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Mode 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation .826 1.276 .593 1.085
Range 3 4 2 4
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SummaryThe present study found significant relationshipsbetween clients' motivation to be in substance abusetreatment and clean or dirty d.rug screens. In addition,there are tables for the frequencies that evaluatedassumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity(Pallant, 2005). No violations of these assumptions werenoted. In addition, descriptive statistics were examinedto check the data set, N = 36, for accuracy of input. Allvalues were noted to be within range, means and standarddeviations were plausible, and codes for missing valueswere accurately programmed.
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CHAPTER FIVEDISCUSSION
IntroductionThis study examined motivation for treatment as itrelates to clients success in drug and alcohol treatmentprograms measured by drug urine screens. Motivation fortreatment has always been recognized as a key indicatorfor success or failure in treatment programs. Only noware social workers beginning to recognize the importanceof including treatment modalities directed towardmeasuring and raising motivation as a tool to increasingthe effectiveness of substance abuse treatment programs.While length of stay in treatment facilities haslong been proven to be associated with motivationalchanges, assessment of pre- and early treatmentmotivation followed up by the inclusion of motivationtherapy in the treatment process are of great importance(De Weert-Van Oene, Schippers, De Jong Guus, &Schrijvers, 2002).Motivation for treatment scale (MfT) was used tocompare clients at Perris Valley Recovery Program (PVRP)in order to understand their motivation as a predictor of
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success as measured by abstinence, reflected in theirurine drug screens. This tool according to De Weert-VanOene et al, and based on their analysis, "is a useful andvalid instrument to measure patients initial treatmentmotivation, both in drug and alcohol dependents" (DeWeert-Van Oene et al., 2002, p. 8).By using the MfT tool the final research question,"Do high motivation levels affect abstinence rates insubstance abuse clients?" has been analyzed.
DiscussionThe results obtained from this research projectshowed significance in the section of problem recognition(PR) which reflects pre-contemplative and contemplativeaspects on question number three. Question number ninewas approaching significant levels. On the section desirefor help (DH) which reflects movement from contemplativetoward action, question number four was approachingsignificance. In the section treatment readiness (TR)which reflects motivational action questions six andseven were significant. According De Weert-Van Oene et al(2002), a person is only ready for change in the actionstage.
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Question number three in PR, "Causing problems withthe law" reflects the clients initial fear of legalimplications, being made accountable for their actions,and overall fear of not knowing what to expect probablycaused the significant level of p = .004 with the largeeffect size to be 22.7%. Therefore, there was a largeamount of variation in motivation for clients insubstance abuse treatment that can be explained by thisquestion on the initial evaluation. As the clients becameless threatened with possible adverse outcome the secondand third drug test reflected no significance to thisquestion. Question number nine, "Going to cause my deathif I do not quit soon" showed no initial significance inurine test one and two. In test three it showed asignificance of p = .025 with a variance of 3.1%. Thisresult strongly suggests that a fear of death does notseem to be an issue to the clients while they areactively involved in a drug and alcohol life style.However, it becomes more significant during treatment asthey return toward normal life situations.In the second section DH question number four, "Igive up my friends and hangouts to solve my drug/alcoholproblems" reflects the clients movement from the
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contemplative stage toward action stage. The clients whoagreed that they would need to give up their friends andhangouts in order to solve their drug and alcoholproblems had a show of movement toward significance inthe urine tests two and three. An effect size of 11.3%variance in motivation of clients in substance abusetreatment can be explained by this question. As theclients move through therapy their recognition towardrecovery becomes more acute.In the final section TR, the section from which onecan expect changed behavior, question six and seven weresignificant. Question number six, "I am in this programbecause someone else made me come" is the only questionwhich reflects 2.5% of the variance toward the "dirty"urine test group. In the initial urine test, thisquestion reflected the clients who stated they were therebecause someone else made them be there. The test showedactive drug use. Subsequent urine tests did not reflectthe same significance. In viewing this data, one canrecognize the importance of the influence the judicialsystem has on clients by allowing them the option ofsubstance abuse treatment over that of incarceration. Inaddition, family and social pressures can also contribute
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to motivation for drug and alcohol treatment. Questionnumber seven, "This treatment can really help me"reflects the confidence level that the clients have inthe treatment program. Because the; initial urine test wassignificant at p = .003 with a. variance of 3.1%, it islikely that clients who were confident in the success inthe program came in with a higher level of abstinence.This higher level of abstinence was directly related totheir confidence in the program.
LimitationsThe motivation for treatment tool was initiallycreated to measure alcohol and drug users in inpatientfacilities. While there were no reliability factors totest for the use of this tool in an outpatient facility,the assumptions are that its validity remains consistentin outpatient as well as inpatient clients.The subjects of this study were not randomlyselected. Because the sample size of 36 is small, it isdifficult to generalize data as it applies to social workpractices. However, the conclusions made from thesignificance values less than p = .05 remains valid.Therefore, any generalizing needs to be done with
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caution. The urine analysis results were measured aseither dirty or clean. Due to the phobia associated withtotal abstinence, a urine analysis with specific, drugvalues would be of greater significance in obtaining amore accurate drug use history as it relates to theresearch collected.The relative strengths of the research tool includea pre-test done by De Weert-Van Oene et al (2002),demonstrating consistency through cultural barriers.Considering the ethnic background of the sample this toolis uniquely effective in this research setting.
Recommendations for Social Work Practice, Policy and ResearchFurther information comparing geographicalinformation against questionnaire responses as well asurinalyses results would be valuable in several fields ofstudy. For example, it might be useful to ascertainwhether marital status affects urinalysis trends orquestionnaire responses. Geographical information mightgive social workers clues on how to develop regionalpolicy, enabling the social worker to evaluate and treatclients with low motivation, prior to De Weert-Van Oene
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et al (2002), their integration into the standardtreatment program.The findings of this research paper emphasizes theimportance of 1) clients motivation for treatment, bothin the initial assessment and in follow up care,2) understanding the value of the clients confidence inthe treatment program, 3) utilizing accurate valuemeasurements in drug use, 4) the clients attitude towardthe recovery program, and 5) the importance of initiationand retention of clients.
ConclusionsThis study advances our knowledge regarding theimportance of clients' attitudes and their substanceabuse treatment. Rising costs- in health care treatmentare forcing programs to improve their effectiveness byidentifying methods to increase success rates. To dothis, treatment programs need to understand motivationfor treatment and how it affects client readiness toengage in change behavior. Assessing motivation and thestages of change, including how and when change takesplace, will allow the treatment plans to beindividualized and tailored to meet the needs of the
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Motivation for Treatment (MIT) Scale:
Problem recognition (PR)
Desire for help (DH)
Treatment readiness (TR)
1. I have been in the program
' weeks
Assessment of substance-related problems 
In my opinion, my (drug/alcohol) use is:
1. A problem for me
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
2. More trouble than it’s worth
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
3. Causing problems with the law
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
4. Causing problems in thinking or doing my work
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree




5. Causing problems with my family or friends
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
6. Causing problems in finding or keeping a job
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
7. Causing problems with my health
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
8. Making my life become worse and worse
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
9. Going to cause my death if I do not quit soon
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree 
Desire for help
1. I need help in dealing with my drug/alcohol use
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree




2. It is urgent that I find help immediately for my drug/alcohol use
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
3. I am tired of the problems caused by drug/alcohol use
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
4. I give up my friends and hangouts to solve my drug/alcohol problems
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
5. I can quit using drugs /alcohol without any help
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
. c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
6. My life has gone out of control
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree /
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
7. I want to get my life straightened out
a. Strongly Disagree ,
b. Disagree




Am I ready for treatment?




c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
2. This treatment program seems too demanding for me
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
3. This treatment may be my last chance to solve my drug/alcohol problems
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
4. This kind of treatment program will not be very helpful to me
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
5. I plan to stay in this treatment program for a while
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
6. I am in this treatment program because someone else made me come
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree




7. This treatment program can really help me
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Neither Agree or Disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
8. I want to be in a drug/alcohol treatment program
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree







Motivational Levels and Abstinence Rates in Substance Abuse
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Stephen 
Borchers, MSW student, under the supervision of Dr. Tom Davis from the Department 
of Social, Work at California State University, San Bernardino. The results of the study 
will contribute to Stephen Borchers’ thesis. You were selected as a possible 
participant in this study because you are at least 18 years old as of January 1st, 2006, 
and in recovery for drug or alcohol addiction,
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the motivation for treatment of 
clients at Perris Valley Recovery Program (PVRP). Understanding their motivation will 
help evaluate the potential success of treatment currently used.
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be given a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire should take 20-30 minutes to complete. The survey will be asking 
personal questions about age, gender, marital status, living conditions, race, and your 
income. It will also ask questions such as whether you recognize that you have a 
drug or alcohol problem, if you have a desire for help, and are you ready for 
treatment. Abstinence levels will be measured by three of your drug screens from this 
program over a two months period. If you wish, the researcher will provide assistance 
with the questionnaire in a more private setting.
So that confidentiality can be maintained, each client will be assigned an 
identification number that will be attached to their questionnaire and their drug screen 
results. There will be one copy showing each patient’s name and identification 
number. This information will be kept in a locked cabinet until all data is collected. 
Once the raw data have been collected the only paper recording the names of the 
client will be destroyed. The data will then be entered into the computer and 
evaluated.
Your participation is voluntary. You are free to withdraw your consent and 
discontinue participation at any time without penalty. Whether you participate or not 
will have no effect on the services you receive from PVRP. There are no foreseeable 
risks or direct benefits for participating in this study.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to 
contact Dr. Tom Davis, Research Advisor, at (909) 537-3839.
By my signature below, I acknowledge that I have been informed of, and 
understand the nature of the study and agree to participate. I acknowledge that I am 
at least 18 years of age.
___________________________ . Date_____________
I give my permission for the researchers to record urine screen reports from my field. 





Thank you for participating in this study, conducted by Stephen 
Borchers, MSW student at California State University, San Bernardino. This 
study examined the effect of motivation for treatment on abstinence levels: It is 
hoped that the study will contribute to developing better programs and polices 
to help meet the needs of recovering substance abusers. A copy of the results 
of this study will be available at PVRP after September, 2006. For questions or 
concerns my research advisor, Dr. Tom Davis may be reached at (909) 
537-3839. Please do not discuss the questions or your answers with other 





1. My present age?___________ (Years)
2. My gender is?
a. male
b. female




d. divorced or separated
4. I live alone?
a. Yes
b. No
5. My race/ethnic group is? (please circle one),
a. African-American
b. Latino(a)/Hispanic-American




g. Other (specify:______________ )
6. I reside in? (please circle)
a. San Bernardino County
b. Riverside County
c. Los Angeles County
d. Orange County
e. Out of State
f. Other
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